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A major problem facing the nation is the need to help the
increasing numbers of young people, living in severely disadvantaged
areas of our society, realize their educational potential. Children
from such neighborhoods characteristically find it difficult to meet
school expectations which insure even a minimum level of personal-
social competency. Many of them, discouraged almost before they
begin, drop out of school as early as it is legally possible to do so
and swell the numbers of unproductive citizens.
Within the last decade, the number of such children has risen
phenomenally. Problems posed are causing educators, and the public as
well, to reexamine school structure and processes to see what emphasis
or changes are needed to improve their effectiveness with this segment
of the school population.
Severely disadvantaged children lack the environmental back¬
ground provided by more fortunate families and communities, from which
language facility and other school foundations emanate. Characteristi¬
cally, these children appear at the door of the school socially and
psychologically unready for school. Teachers, who over the years have
become familiar with the ways of giving individual attention to a few
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children each year, are overwhelmed at finding all or most of their
pupils needing infinitely more help than they are able to give them.
No informed person can believe any longer that the
poor or the Negroes specifically are congenitally slow
or illiterate. Yet we have had almost no success in
combating this most crippling of a child's handicaps.
Even the most well intentioned and well financed
special programs for the culturally deprived child,
served to help only a small upper crust. New York
City, for example, spends some $200 a year more per
child in slum schools than in middle class white
schools. Yet with it all, third grade pupils in the
schools of central Harlem are one year behind in
academic performance; by the sixth grade, they have
fallen nearly two and a half years behind, and by the
eighth grade, three years. And some cities aren't
even making an effort. Chicago, for example, appro¬
priates 20 per cent less per child in Negro schools
than in white middle class schools.
The reason we have failed is that we are starting
too late, after the damage is already done. Instruction
in the first grade of our public schools takes it for
granted that a child has completed a reading readiness
program in the kindergarten year. Yet only a fraction
of Negro or lower class white youngsters attend kinder¬
garten. Compulsary kindergarten undoubtedly would
improve matters, but the basic problem would remain.
That problem, stated simply, is that the environment
in which the lower class Negro and white children grow
up does not provide the intellectual and sensory
stimulus they so desperately need. The result is that
youngsters from impoverished backgrounds enter school
lacking a great many skills which the teacher and the
curriculum take for granted, and which most middle
class children have acquired as a matter of course.^
Maria Montessori, the first woman to receive a medical degree
from an Italian university, was a person of great intelligence, deter¬
mination, and character. Working with slum children, in Rome, in the
early part of this century, she devised a remarkable educational
method. Within months, Montessori's pupils were transformed into
^Charles E. Silberman, Crisis in Black and White (New York:
Random House, Inc., 1964), p. 155.
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attentive, friendly, neatly dressed students. And, they were learning,
learning more quickly than the middle class children of educated
parents who attended conventional schools.
Today the educational theories Montessori used in her Casa de
Bambi, are enjoying a phenomenal resurgence throughout the United
States. The Montessori revival is part of a wave of reform sweeping
American education, based partly on the fear that existing methods of
teaching and schools do not develop the full intellectual ability of
pupils. Substantiating such doubts, demonstrations by educators and
psychologists have shown that children of 3, 4 and 5 need and thrive
on a solid academic diet.
The Montessori method is based on several distinctive concepts.
These theories concern early childhood, the learning environment, and
the role of the teacher.
Montessori believed that from birth to the age of 6, the child
has an "absorbent mind" that endows him with a great capacity for
disciplined work and a voracious appetite for learning. She held that
the years from 3 to 6 are a particularly "sensitive period" during
which children can benefit enormously from serious knowledge. The
child chooses his own tasks, works at his own pace and progresses
individually in ungraded classes that span a three year range. On the
theory that "things are the best teachers," the Montessori teacher
provides special teaching devices that subtly develop the child's
ability to see, feel and discriminate between shapes, sounds, textures.
Later the child will use materials and perform exercises that prepare
him for reading, writing and computation.
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With the didactic materials carrying the burden of instrucion,
the Montessori teacher operates discretely in the background.
Evolution of the Problem
The writer has been aware of the problem of the dropout for years.
The writer has worked with and set up several projects for children
from deprived areas, who have never learned to read even though they
were in the fourth, fifth, sixth grade or even high school. Searching
for techniques to work with and help such children eventually led the
writer to Montessori, and an interested examination of her curriculum
and method approach to instruction for the young.
Three years ago, the writer trained as a Montessori teacher.
This led to the establishment of a Montessori school. The Early
Learning Center, to test these theories.
At the same time, the writer has visited numerous day care
centers, caring for children from culturally deprived families. These
centers have sprung up from the need for a place to leave children of
working parents. All from need, some church sponsored, others started
by families who cared, saw a need and tried to fill that void; under
dire conditions, inadequately housed, inadequately staffed, and often
inadequately financed. In all of these centers, there is a need for
an educational program. These children are the potential dropouts of
tomorrow. Already, there is an awareness in educational research of
this problem. Child development centers have reaffirmed that tech¬
niques developed by Montessori are working and do help.
The writer has personally spoken with officials of the
Economic Opportunity Authority, of Atlanta, and the regional office of
the Office of Economic Opportunity. The consensus of opinion is that
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a program is definitely needed in day care centers. With this in
mind, the writer feels that this study is or does follow a natural
sequence. A need exists and the writer has experience with techniques
(Montessori) that is believed to be of aid to these children.
Contribution to Educational Knowledge
Specifically, it is hoped that this research provides approaches
to the following educational theory and practice;
1. Provide documented confirmation that a Montessori
program meets the need of a prepared orderly
environment.
2. Show how a Montessori program can fulfill each
child's need to develop a positive self-image
and encourage in each child the foundation for
independent thought and action.
3. Show how a Montessori program will meet each
child's need to improve communication skills,
perceptual awareness, and motor coordination.
4. Show that to reverse the effects of a starved
environment, a program must be started for
children at the age of three and four, instead
of at five and six.
Statement of the Problem
The problem involved in this study was to identify crucial and
critical aspects of the Montessori program, together with an appraisal
of the extent to which the Montessori program can meet the prevailing
needs of the culturally deprived and disadvantaged children, in a day
care center in the Metropolitan Atlanta area.
Purposes of the Study
The major purpose of this study was to determine the nature and
scope of the program, the qualifications of the personnel, and the
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adequacy of the physical arrangements of a Montessori educational
program found operative in a day care center.
The specific purposes were:
1. To analyze the philosophy, curriculum and
methodology of the Montessori program of
instruction.
2. To identify and evaluate the fundamental ob¬
jectives of a Montessori program.
3. To identify the basic qualifications for personnel
in a Montessori program, working with culturally
deprived children.
4. To determine the degree of adequacy of the concomitant
physical arrangements indicated or provided in the
Montessori plan.
Scope and Limitations of the Problem
This study was not designed to measure any obtained indices of
effectiveness and efficiencies of the program, but rather to point out
the structural processes, promises, and potentials of the Montessori
program as an instructional form of reference.
Definition of Terms Used
The following terms to be used in this study are defined for
purposes of clarification:
1, Montessori method is an educational method based on
three primary principles concerning early childhood,
the learning environment, and the role of the
teacher.
2. The apparatus refers to the specialized equipment,
devised by Maria Montessori, that stimulates the develop¬
ment of the child's ability to see, feel and dis¬
criminate between sounds, shapes, textures and prepares
him for reading, writing and computations.
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3. The prepared environment refers to the physical
arrangement of the classroom, where the emphasis is
on order, beauty, clarity, on balancing color,
physical objects and space.
4. Stereognostic refers to development of the sense
related to the tactile, of memory and recognition
of shape and form.
5. Practical life exercises refers to the operations
necessary for keeping the classroom and equipment
in good order.
6. Day care center refers to a nursery where small
children are cared for during the day, especially
while their mothers are at work.
7. Periods of sensitivity are times of special receptiyity
for certain learnings. These critical periods are
fleeting in nature and should be utilized educationally,
since, once past they cannot be recaptured.
8. Culturally deprived or disadvantaged children refers
to children who lack the environmental background
provided by more fortunate families and communities
from which language facility and other school
foundations emanate. Characteristically, these
children appear at the door of the school socially
and psychologically unready for school.^
Locale and Research Design of Study
The significant factors of this study are outlined below;
1. Locale and period - This study was conducted in
Metropolitan Atlanta, during the summer of 1966.
2. Method of research - The Descriptive-Survey Method
of research was employed, utilizing special
techniques of a documentary review and programmed
survey.
3. Subjects and instrxjments - The subjects and instru¬
ments involved in this study were;
^U. S. Department of Health, Education & Welfare, Programs For
The Educationally Disadvantaged (Washington; U. S. Government
Printing Office, 1962), p. 1.
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a. Day care center in a deprived area in
Atlanta,
b. Personnel involved in operating the
above day care center in Atlanta.
c. Records of The Early Learning Center.
d. The curriculum of The Early Learning
Center.
e. Child development experts of the
Economic Opportunity Authority, of
Atlanta, and the regional office of
the Office of Economic Opportunity.
Research Procedure
The procedural steps utilized in this study were as follows:
1. Related literature pertinent to the problem was
reviewed, summarized and abstracted.
2. Permission to use official school records was
ob tained.
3. The data obtained wace studied, organized and
treated as dictated by the purposes of the study.
4. The findings, conclusions, implications and
recommendations were advanced and presented in
this section of the research report.
Survey of Related Literature
What struck visitors to the first Montessori schools more than
anything else, was the fact that children worked spontaneously, i.e,,
for the love of work itself. E. M. Standing states in his book:
The Montessori method is based fairly and squarely
on the spontaneous activity of the intellect. In pre¬
vious methods, it was usually taken for granted that
it was not natural for children to work any length of
time without the stimulus of some extraneous motive.
They would play continuously for long periods, but
work--noI An important part of the teacher's art, con¬
sisted in knowing how to keep their attention fixed on
the matter in hand--sugaring the pill in various ways,
which included the use of rewards and punishments.
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Montessori's view of the matter is quite different.
If the children do not reveal a desire to work spon¬
taneously, the fault lies not with the children, but in
the manner of presenting the subjects to be studied.
She believed that if children are bored, inattentive,
and uncomprehending it is because the method of teaching
used presents insuperable barriers to the 'spontaneous'
functioning of the child's mind. It is interesting to
note in passing that this view is in accord with
Aristotle and the Scholastics, who maintained as a
principle-that 'all hindrances being removed a faculty
must work, this being indeed the very evidence for its
existence.' It is as natural for the intellect to
function spontaneously, all hindrances being removed as
it is for the heart to beat. It is natural and certain
that a child will begin making comparisons and classi¬
fications, as it is that when the right moment comes, he
will walk.l
There is one principle which according to Montessori herself may
be regarded as more fundamental than any other. It is this: that we
must constantly bear in mind the fundamental difference between the
child and the adult. E. M. Standing explains this saying:
But what is the fundamental difference-the essential
difference? Is it that the child is small and the adult
large? Or is it, perhaps, that children live largely in
a world of concrete things, and we in a world of ideas?
Or shall we say that it lies in the fact that the child
is all activity-perceptual motion, whereas we adults,
by comparison, are sedate (which means seated)? Not in
these, not in many other points one could mention does
Montessori find the fundamental difference, but in this,
that 'the child is in a continual state of growth and
metamorphosis, whereas the adult had reached the norm
of the species.'2
Every child is a born explorer. Watch carefully the spontaneous
activities of any small child of two or three years of age. Most of
his time is spent in exploring, experimenting, dissecting and
^E. M. Standing, Maria Montessori (New York: New American
Library of World Literature, Inc., 1962), p. 90.
2lbid.. p, 81.
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examining. His hands are nearly always clasped around something, which
he has picked up. Everything in the environment is of interest to him.
Whatever he can grasp with his hands, he also tries to grasp with his
mind. Most grownups are unaware of this immense work of exploration
and the continuous self-creation which goes with it. This touching,
handling, comparing, moving, arranging, rearranging, opening, shutting,
goes on constantly.
The young explorer is never idle, because he is looking in the
world to find himself reflected in a mirror with a thousand facets.
That is why everything attracts him. Whilst he is
examining the objects in the world around him, he is-as
it were stealing from them their qualities, their shapes,
surfaces, textures, their colors, weight, sizes, uses,
composition, and so forth. These he mysteriously builds
into himself, and with them constructs this mental
being.^
Montessori described the young child as absorbing material from
the environment to form his real self, in a very real sense the child
"feeds" on all manner of environmental stimuli, these early impressions
becoming a part of the developing personality of the living organism
itself. Since the environment exerts such a profound effect upon the
"man to be," we should take care that it is physically, mentally and
emotionally hygienic.
Montessori recounts her discovery of the characteristic phenom¬
enon of attention.
My experimental work with little children from three
to six years old has been, in fact, a practical contri¬
bution to research which has for its aim the discovery
^Maria Montessori, Spontaneous Activity in Education (Cambridge:
Robert Bentley, Inc., 1964), p. 37.
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of the treatment required by the soul of the child, a
treatment analogous to that which hygiene prescribes
for its body.
I think therefore, that it is essential to
record the fundamental facts which led me to define
my method.
I was making my first essays in applying the
principles and part of the material I had used for many
years previously in the education of deficient children,
to the normal children of the San Lorenzo quarter in
Rome, when I happened to notice a little girl of about
three years old deeply absorbed in a set of solid insets,
removing the wooden cylinders from their respective
holes and replacing them. The expression on the child's
face was one of such concentration that it seemed to me
an extraordinary manifestation; up to this time none of
the children had ever shown such fixity of interest in
an object; and my belief in the characteristic instability
of attention in young people, who flit incessantly from
one thing to another, made me peculiarly alive to the
phenomenon.
I watched the child intently without disturbing her
at first, and began to count how many times she repeated
the exercise; then, seeing that she was continuing for a
long time, I picked up the little arm chair in which she
was seated, and placed chair and child upon the table;
the little creature hastily caught up her case of insets,
and laid it across the arm of her chair, and gathering
the cylinders into her lap, set out to work again, then
I called upon all the children to sing; they sang, but
the little girl continued undisturbed, repeating the
exercise even after the short song had come to an end. I
counted forty-four repetitions; when at last she ceased,
it was quite independently of any surrounding stimuli
which might have distracted her, and she looked around
with a satisfied air, almost as if awakening from a re¬
freshing nap.
I think my never to be forgotten impression was that
experienced by one who has made a discovery. This
phenomenon gradually became common among all the children;
it may therefore be recorded as a constant reaction
occuring in connection with certain external conditions,
which may be determined. And each time such a polari¬
sation of attention took place, the child began to be
completely transformed, to become calmer, more intelligent.
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and more expensive; it showed extraordinary spiritual
qualities, recalling the phenomena of a higher
consciousness, such as those of conversion.^
Montessori had little patience with the idea that "hand-me-downs'
from the adult world are suitable for such basically different people
as children. One implementation of her concept of"the best for the
child" was easily transportable furniture proportioned to the child.
She is given credit by early childhood educators for this development.
The special characteristic of the equipment of these
houses (children's houses) is that it is adapted for
children and not for adults. They contain not only
didactic materials specially fitted for the intellectual
development of the child, but also a completely equipped
place for the management of the miniature family. The
furniture is light so that the children can move it
about, and it is painted in some light color so that the
children can wash it with soap and water. There are low
tables of various sizes and shapes, large and small.
The seats are small wooden chairs.
There is no limit to the equipment of the children's
houses because the children do everything. They sweep
the rooms, dust the furniture, polish the brasses, lay
and clear away the table, wash up, sweep and roll up the
rugs, wash a few little clothes. As regards their
personal toilet, the children know how to dress and
undress themselves. They hang their clothes on little
hooks, placed very low so as to be within reach of a
little child.^
The role of the teacher, or directress, as Montessori called her are
many. She is a "preparer" of the environment. She is a "programmer"
with the materials and lessons. She is a "protectress" of the child's
right to learn. She is a living model for the child to observe. She
learns to anticipate her students' physical, intellectual, and emotional
^Maria Montessori, Spontaneous Activity in Education (Cambridge:
Robert Bentley, Inc., 1964), p. 67,
O
Maria Montessori, Dr. Montessori's Own Handbook (New York:
Schocken Books, Inc., 1965), p. 38.
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needs. Her preparation of the environment gives the child a reasonable
chance to succeed at each task confronting him. She also protects
the continuity of the learning process from peer interruption
and unnecessary teacher intervention. Montessori, after noting that
young children learn much from their peers, as well as adult teachers,
made provisions for the children to help one another.
The Montessori teacher indirectly educates by 'feeding
the periphery,' that is preparing the environment to be
acted upon directly by the child's 'center of intelli¬
gence.' Her function is in sharp contrast with that of
those traditional teachers who at best often operate as
verbal filters, at worse as bottlenecks, reflective of
the rather inflexible forms of our usual classroom.^
In assessing the use of Montessori's program, as a technique in
working with the culturally disadvantaged, J. McV. Hunt has this to
say:
It is not the purpose of early learning, especially
for the 'culturally deprived' simply to stimulate the
school experience at an earlier period. Rather, it is to
effect a liberation of the personality, and to establish
a living and fecund relationship with the environment
that can make subsequent learning possible. In effect,
Montessori attempted to recast the very mode of inquiry
in a way that would bypass the reigning dualism between
the task of intelligence and development of instinctual
life. In doing so, she moves directly to the problems
afflicting those children who are cut off from taking
advantage of the school as the major vestibule through
which they might have access to the society. By the
very fact that it concentrates on early learning, be¬
ginning at age three, the Montessori approach frees it¬
self of the burden of making its first achievements
primarily intellectual. The emphasis on muscle control
or the exercises of practical life introduces the child
to the dialectic of activity with respect to the body.
^R. C. Orem and G. T. Alexander, Twenty-Seven Major Elements in
Dr. Maria Montessori's Philosophy and Practice (Corpus Christi; The
Lilliput Schoolhouse, 1964), p. 6.
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In such an approach, the child is seldom put to an
irremediable disadvantage as he begins to create for
himself an explicit tie to the world through mastery
of his own physical environment. Socially conditioned
within the prepared environment, the child thereby
begins the process of self-realization, so indispensable
because of the burdens subsequently placed upon him in
the name of intelligence and achievement.^
But it is not amusing to find that neither day care
centers nor kindergartens in the slums make use of the
only systematic collection of educational devices
designed for the sort of crippled children who are within
their doors.^
Montessori died in 1952, having lived to see her theories take
root and thrive all over the world. J. McV. Hunt, professor of
psychology at the University of Illinois, and one of the leading
experts on the development of intelligence and learning capacity in
this country, points out that progressive educators of 1915 condemned
Montessori because her psychological theories seemed fifty years behind
the times. Hunt argues that she may have been just about that far
ahead of her time. According to Hunt, modern research corroborates
the existence of Montessori's "sensitive periods" for certain kinds of
learning; if development is not cultivated, children will have great
difficulty later. Intelligence, as Montessori insisted, is not fixed,
O
nor does it develop in a predetermined pattern. Early stimulation is
all important, and the senses play a more important part in intellectual
^J. McV. Hunt, "Introduction," The Montessori Method. Maria
Montessori (New York; Schocken Books, Inc., 1965), p. 10.
^Martin Mayer, "Introduction," The Montessori Method. Maria
Montessori (Cambridge: Robert Bentley, Inc., 1965), p. 5.
q
■^E. M. Standing, Maria Montessori (New York: New American
Library of World Literature, Inc., 1962), p. 206.
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growth than has been assumed.
Nothing less than a radical reorganization of American elementary
education is necessary, therefore, if the schools are to begin to
discharge their obligations to teach the slum youngsters. To reverse
the effects of a starved environment, the schools must begin admitting
children at the age of three and four, instead of at five and six.
It is between the ages of three and six that the battle is won
or lost. "The two and a half and three year olds are almost universally
curious and friendly," says Dr. Ronald Koegler, a neuropsychiatrist at
UCLA, who is experimenting with a Montessori program for culturally
deprived children, "but by the age of six, the children are already
different. The culturally deprived have already been deadened by
their environment and are already so far behind the middle class child
that all the best elementary education will not be sufficient for them
to catch up." The point that Dr. Koegler makes is basic: the schools
which wait until kindergarten or first grade will need to employ many
many more resources to do what they might do with comparative ease for
children at age three and four.
Summary of Related Literature
The significant emphasis on Montessori literature will be found
to be:
1. What struck visitors to the first Montessori schools
more than anything else was the fact that children
worked spontaneously, i.e., for the love of work
itself.
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2. There is one principle which according to Montessori
herself may be regarded as more fundamental than any
other. It is this: that we must constantly bear in
mind the fundamental difference between the child and
the adult.
3. Montessori described the young child as absorbing
material from the environment to form his real
self. In a very real sense the child ’feeds'' on all
manner of environmental stimuli, these early
impressions becoming a part of the developing personality
of the living organism itself.
4. Montessori had little patience with the idea that
"hand me downs" from the adult world are suitable for
such basically different people as children. One
implementation of her concept of "the best for the
child" was easily transportable furniture proportioned
to the child.
5. The role of the teacher, or directress, as Montessori
called her are many. She is "preparer" of the environ¬
ment. She is a "programmer" with the materials and
lessons. She is a "protector" of the child's right
to learn,
6. Montessori after learning that young children learn
much from their peers, as well as adult teachers,
made provisions for the children to help one another.
7. According to J. McV. Hunt, modem research corroborates
the existence of Montessori's "sensitive periods" for
certain kinds of learning; if development is not culti¬
vated, children will have great difficulty later.
8. To reverse the effects of a starved environment, the
schools must begin admitting children at the age of
three and four, instead of at five and six.
9. Ronald Koegler, a neuropsychiatrist at UCLA, who is
experimenting with a Montessori program for culturally
deprived children, makes a basic point; the schools
which wait until kindergarten or first grade will need
to employ many more resources to do what they might
do with comparative ease for children at age three and
four.
CHAPTER II
PRESENTATION AND ANALYSIS OF DATA
The Montessori Curriculum
The Montessori curriculum tries to develop in children an aware¬
ness of the world around them through their senses. Children need to
use their senses with greater awareness so that they may develop to
their fullest potential. Sensorial materials are utilized to develop
in each child the ability to see, compare, differentiate and explore
effectively his environment.
The curriculum is not designed to push the child, but rather it
is designed to develop within him the desire for, as Montessori says,
"a love of learning." To accomplish this, the curriculum must
necessarily build experiences and capitalize upon them by having
represented a variety of inviting activities and subjects that will
meet the child's needs and interests. None of these activities are
forced upon the child, but he is given the freedom to choose. It is
necessary for the reader to keep in mind that while the activities
identified below are available to the child, he is not forced to
participate in them. The child's first job is to develop self-
discipline and with this will follow a natural interest in that
which is going on about him.
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An outline of the Montessori curriculum around which the
learning activities are built may be summarized as follows:
1. Motor education
2. Sensory education








How does the young child see himself in the adult world? The
first approach and perhaps the most important is to understand his
view of the adult world, to put ourselves in his place, to look at
the world in his perspective.
It is a world of giants I The very small child can barely see
above the window ledge, his nose reaches the back of the chair, his
crib is elevated for adult conveniences. We do not stoop to him, but
raise him to our level. For the three and four year old, the stair¬
steps are menacingly high. He is a tiny creature in this big world.
The young child, in the slum area, is a child who lives in a home
where family funds and family know-how are not available in any way to
prepare chairs, beds, tables or any phase of his environment to his
needs. He is left to adjust to situations as best he can. It is not
a challenge, it is a mounting frustration with resultant feelings of
overwhelming insecurity. Dwarfed by their environment and too often
crushed by their feelings of inadequacy, of not belonging in this
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giant world, children can carry over into the adult world this
emotionally insecure behavior so unacceptable to society.
Dr. Maria Montessori, one of the first to speak out about this
point, suggested an environment prepared for the young child. At
that time, at the turn of the century, this was considered revolu¬
tionary. John Dewey, too, expressed concern and deplored the lack
of suitable furniture to fit the needs of children in the classroom.
In furnishing a classroom, the story of The Three Bears should
be kept in mind. It is of great importance to have furniture scaled
to the heights of the children. If a child is to be comfortable in
this environment, he should be spared the distraction of trying to
explore and discover a child's experiences in an adult's physical
framework. Every furnishing of the room: tables, chairs, shelves,
beds, hooks, cupboards, chests, tubs, sinks and toilet facilities,
should be child size.
The tables and chairs must be easily lifted and moved by the
child. Light colors will help the child to see dirt, and he will be
more conscious of wanting to keep the tables and chairs in clean
condition.
If pictures are used, there should not be too many. One good
painting or reproduction, with a theme suitable for understanding by
young children, is sufficient. Pictures whould be hung at eye level.
Small children are reality bound; therefore, it should be remembered
that abstract pictures are not desireable. The Little Girl with a
Watering Can by Renoir; The Old Shoes by Van Gogh; At the Kitchen Door
by Holbein, are examples of subjects suitable for smaller children.
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Young children seem to work comfortably on the floor. Ample
space must be provided to allow traffic to flow around them. Small
mats or rugs, approximately two by three feet in size, that the
children can roll and unroll by themselves, should be provided for
children to sit on and work. This has the purpose of not only
protecting the child from the cold floor, but also defining the work
area, protecting the materials the child is using, and providing the
child with a structured extension of himself. The floor mats and
the small individual table mats place a topographical boundary
around the child's work, a boundary respected by the other children.
Low shelves should be built around the room enabling the child
to reach comfortably for any apparatus he might need and just as
easily return the item to its proper place. Color coding is provided
to help the young child with the orderly return of materials; one of
the basic rules of the prepared environment. For example, a scrub
bucket might have a red trim to match the red spot where it is stored
and returned after use.
In the ideal classroom there should be a coat closet in the hall,
but if this is not practical, then a section of the room must be
reserved for the storage of the child's personal property; a hook for
his jacket, a place for his overshoes, and a cubicle or drawer for
his own work and possessions.
Another section of the room must be devoted to the exercises
of practical life, providing a place for the care of the child and
the environment. Each child will have his own personal comb, hand
towel and soap. There will be shoe polishing equipment, as well as
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the mops, brooms, dust cloths, scrub brushes and buckets, all easily
manipulated by the children in order that they may care for the
general maintenance of their own classroom and themselves. Cleaning
materials consisting of brooms, dust pans, brushes, sweepers, should
be of manageable size but not toy size. They should be attractive
so the children like to use them. The children should be able to
work with them without frustrations. If a dust pan is too small, a
child is not able to pick up the waste and he will be very discouraged
after a short while.
The teacher can help the children in picking out a particular
set of tools of one color, which will be used only for scrubbing
the floor; while another color-bucket and sponge are used for cleaning
tables. For rags, it is best to use hemmed pieces of cloth which
should be laundered frequently.
Still another section of the room will be devoted to the Motor
Skills equipment, and another to the special Sensorial apparatus.
Using colored tapes to make off the different areas will help the
small child to find the place and to return the used materials.
It is of the greatest importance that all materials and equip¬
ment be arranged in an orderly fashion with a definite place for
everything. This order makes it easy for the child to orient and
organize himself in relation to his environment. The order and
consistency provide an atmosphere of security. Knowing that all
materials and equipment have a definite place, children are free to




All the objects needed to carry out any particular exercise.
Presentation
Show the children where the material is kept on the shelf and
how to carry it to his place of work. Interest the child in the main
point of the exercise, either in the point which will keep him from
disaster (breaking the material or cutting himself) or the salient
factor to be taught (the contrasts, the function of one of the
mathematical operations, etc.). Show the child the exercise, pausing
at the important points so that he can see and understand the emphasis.
Be sure the child is watching. If he loses interest, wait for a
better moment.
Invite the child to do the exercise, remaining nearby to observe
his first attempt. When he has repeated the exercise as often as he
wishes, all the materials are to be returned to their place on the
shelf in the order in which they were found.
The first presentation is not the time to discuss all the
interesting variations inherent in the material. Its purpose is to show
the child what to do with the apparatus so that he can work by him¬
self. Conversation is appropriate to bring his attention initially
and later to reinforce his interest, but it should not distract him
from the demonstration.
Let the child discover as much as he can for himself, as long
as he is generating interest. If he is not sufficiently interested,
show him points to renew his interest and to carry him to new levels
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of accomplishment. Most normal children, if working on something
suited to their age and interest, do not need to have their attention
recalled and will repeat their exercise many times, correcting their
own errors and disliking interference or help.
Exercise
The table should be clear of materials. Get up from the chair
at the table and replace the chair quietly. If a rug is needed, go
and get one. Carry it so as not to bump anything. Place it out of
the way of traffic. Go to the shelf and get the desired apparatus.
Carry it properly to the place of work. Do the exercise, repeating
it as often as desired. Put the material back on the shelf in the
order in which it was found.
Points of Interest
The points of interest constitute an analysis of the elements
of the activity which serve as a guide whereby the child can learn
by himself to avoid error, to succeed and to attain new levels of
ease, speed, accuracy and grace. They are also a guide for the
teacher. By means of them, she may isolate the elements of the
exercise so that she can give a clear presentation. She may use them
as ways to interest the child in repeating the exercise often enough
to master it. She can use them as a help in observing the child's
knowledge, skill and self control.
The Three Period Lesson
The three period lesson was devised by Dr. Montessori from
Sequin's work with defective children. It is used whenever the child
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is to learn the exact name of an object or quality or experience.
The First Period
(The association of sense-perception with the name.) The
teacher must first pronounce the necessary name or adjective,
pronouncing the words very distinctly and in a loud voice, so that
the various sounds of which the word is composed may be heard
distinctly by the child.
For example, in the first exercises on the senses, the smooth
card and the rough card having been touched, she will say, "It is
smooth," "it is rough," repeating the words a great many times with
various modulations of the voice, but always with clear vowel tones
and with distinct enunciation; "Smooth, smooth, smooth," and "Rough,
rough, rough."
In this way the lesson establishes the sound of the name with
the object or with the sensorial experience which the name verbalizes.
The object or experience and the name must appeal to the child's
understanding at one and the same time. It is imperative that no word
other than the name or experience being learned be pronounced.
The Second Period
(Recognition of the object corresponding to the name.) The
teacher should always test the success of the lesson which she has
given.
The first test will be that of finding out whether or not the
name has remained associated with the object in the memory of the
child. The teacher will have to allow a time to elapse between the
lesson and the test. Several moments of silence should intervene
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between the lesson and the test. Then the teacher will ask the child,
pronouncing slowly and with very clear pronunciation, "Which one is
smooth?" "Which one is rough?" She must begin with the last one spoken
in the first period lesson.
In repeating the question a great many times, the teacher repeats
that word which finally will be remembered; and at every repetition
the child has repeated the exercise of associating the sound of the word
which he is learning with the fact.
If the teacher notices at the start that the child is not dis¬
posed to pay attention and makes mistakes in answering without making
any effort to do well, she should suspend the lesson and start it over
again at another moment on another day.
If the child did not succeed in associating the name with the
object, the only way in which he can succeed will be to repeat the act
of sense stimulus as well as the name; that is, repeat the lesson.
The Third Period
(Remembering the name corresponding to the object.) The third
stage is a rapid verification of the lesson taken first. The teacher
asks the child, "What is this?" and, if the child is ready to do so,
he will reply with the correct words, "It is smooth." "It is rough."
Since the child is often uncertain in his pronunciation of these
words, often new to him, the teacher must insist on having them
repeated, once or twice, encouraging the child to pronounce them more
clearly, saying, "What is this?" If the child shows marked defects in
speech, this is the time to make them perfectly clear so that definite
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corrective exercises in pronunciation may be given afterwards.
If the child is unable to give the correct response, the teaching
either has been faulty or the child is simply not ready. In this case
the lesson may be repeated if the child is interested, but it should
be postponed if the child shows weariness.
If the lesson is to be repeated, then the teacher should begin
with the first period lesson.
Development of a Postive Self-Image
One of the basic aims of the program is to help each child
develop a positive self-image and encourage in each child the founda¬
tion for independent thought and action.
There are several devices to assist the child to see himself as
an individual:
1. Pictorial displays showing a variety of ethnic
groups of children, family groups, and community
groups in a variety of activities, at work, at
play, at home, at school, at worship, and so on.
2. Full length mirrors in halls and lavatories,
easily accessible to the child as he enters the
school in outdoor clothing, after he has taken
off his coat, and other outerwear; and as he
goes about the various activities of his school
day, seeing similarities and differences among
members of his peer group, faculty and visitors.
3. Full-view photographs may be used for basic
identification of self, by pictures of each in¬
dividual child taken in school with some form
of Polaroid camera. These pictures should be
taped on the doors of the cubicle, where each
child keeps his personal articles. Photographs
of each individual child engaged in school
activities with some other member of the group,
can be posted at eye level around the classroom.
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4. Individual wrapping paper images to which the child
can later map himself in a one to one relationship
could be placed at child level along a hall way of
the school. (To make the images use a roll of
kraft paper; prepare a piece about a foot longer than
the child, have him lie down on the paper; trace
his body outline using a marking pencil and depending
on the child's ability with scissors, >either cut out
the outline or have the child do this for himself.
The Child's Own
It has been said, "delinquents are made, not born." No child is
born either honest or dishonest. These are attitudes the child learns.
The young child will formulate his own ideas of honesty from his
environment, the experiences he is exposed to at home, in school and
in the community.
Respect for the property of others can best be learned by example.
Since children from slum areas may not receive this example in the
home, the prepared environment of the school develops ample sense of
property in each child. To understand "ownership," the child must
himself own something. Only when the child understands that some object
is his very own, can he then learn the meaning of "mine" as contrasted
to the meaning of "yours," "his," or "theirs."
The young child who rarely has either privacy or property in his
home, must first be exposed to the concept of "ownership" in the
prepared environment. There is a place, his place, with his name on it;
a place to hang his coat; a place to store his things; a chair, his
chair, on which to sit; a desk, his desk, on which to work; a drawer or
^Lena L. Gitter, A Strategy for Fighting the War on Poverty
(Washington, D. C.: Homer Fagan Press, 1965), p. 23.
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cubicle in which to keep his own work. All this his very own. He will
respect his ownership and develop respect for the ownership of others.
He will acquire the same attitude toward the property of adults as he
has had adults show toward his own property in the prepared environment.
Studies made on understanding the motivation for the taking of
property from one another without right emphasize that such action is
"other directed behavior."
. . .he may compensate for his inferiority in school by
winning the approval of his playmates by his boldness
and ingenuity in breaking the laws of God and of man,
including those of the teacher. .
The Child*s Limits
There is the belief that the child has to learn who he is; and he
has to learn to get along with himself before he is capable of getting
along with anyone else, or even before he is capable of being aware of
the existence of anyone else. Thus, in the environment prepared in
advance by the adult, ground rules of human behavior are established.
These limit the child's activities.
A child is tau^t not to touch another child’s work while the
other child is working. The Montessori apparatus is so arranged that
it is accessible to the child at any time. However, the child is
taught the proper use and the proper time for the materials. One of
the basic ideas in this procedure is that the child must learn to be
responsible for returning the equipment with which he has been working.
This means that the child has an individual responsibility and cannot
^Henry N. Rivlin, Education for Adjustment (New York: D. Apple-
ton-Century Co., Inc., 1962), p. 56.
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depend on the other help of children without asking for it.
In the classroom, the children have a definite obligation to
keep the environment in order. There are definite rules:
1. An object used by a child must be returned to its
original place, in its original order, after a
child is finished with it.
2. Any task once begun must be finished.
3. Nobody else can use the same object at the same
time.
Moreover, in this "prepared environment" there is a limited amount
of apparatus. The purpose of this is to teach the child some aspects
of social living. The child is forced to await his turn to use the
apparatus and, upon completion, must return it in good condition. The
fact that someone else may be working with a piece of equipment often
creates interest in another child and serves as an incentive. There
seems to be a built in lure in wanting and waiting. At the same time,
the child is building within himself that inner control which is not
imposed on him directly by an adult.
Sensorial Experiences and Exercises
There is no point in giving a name to an object until the child
has first experienced it. The child must first have correct sensory
understanding, and then be able to label it with the correct word. He
must then understand the differences and similarities in the things
around him. When the child is given a classification of things, he
will begin to apply his knowledge to the world around him.
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The knowledge and distinctions acquired at this age become part
of the nature of the child. This knowledge gained by experience,
becomes the basis of all culture. This reserve store of knowledge and
experience the child will later use.
To avoid misunderstanding and confusion, it is essential to
isolate the quality of the object the child is to experience. In the
prepared environment, equipment is provided to stimulate and isolate
the specific sense experience. For each sense there is an apparatus.I.Visual sense. Material for visual discrimination in
size, dimension, geometrical form, botanical form and










I. Binomial and trinomial cubes
J. Color tabletsII,Auditory sense. Material for the discrimination of
sounds. The materials that deal specifically with
this sense are:
A. Sound boxes
B. BellsIII.Tactile sense. Materials for the refinement of the






E. Discrimination of grains
F. Thermic bottles
, Sense of smell. Material for the discrimination of scents.
The materials that deal specifically with this sense are
the smelling boxes.
IV
31V.Sense of taste. Material for the discrimination
of the four tastes: sweet, salt, acid and bitter.
The materials that deals specifically with this
sense are the taste bottles.VI.Education of mixed senses and muscular sensorial
activity. The materials that deals specifically
with these senses are:





2. Geometric cabinetVII.Indirect preparation for writing.




B. Preparation for the hand to follow contours.
1. Plane insets
2. Sandpaper letters
C. Preparation of the hand to keep certain limits
when holding the pencil. Metal insets.
VIII. Indirect preparation for mathematics.




B. Recognition of geometrical form.
1. Geometrical solids
2. Constructive triangles
In addition to the prepared environment, prepared equipment and
apparatus designed to produce and isolate a specific quality of
experience, there is the whole world of visual and auditory experience
and natural phenomena that is going on constantly around the child.
However, the teacher must be aware that the deprived child, possibly
from a non-verbal home environment, may have no name for some of the
most common experiences; wind, rain, sun, moon, ring, slam, rattle, etc.
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Therefore, it is most important that the teacher call particular
attention to these common experiences, isolate them and when possible,
reproduce them for the class: bells ring, dishes rattle, water gurgles,
drums boom, light flashes.
For a program involving children from disadvantaged homes,
auditory, visual experiences and natural phenomena are listed with
exercises to be provided in seeing and hearing with, in some instances,
a vocabulary relevant to the experience.I.Sound and sight experiences in the language arts.
A. Sound experiences.









3. Discriminating between sounds
a. High and low sounds
b. Soft and loud sounds
4. Phonics
a. Recognition of rhjmiing sounds
b. Recognition of similarities and
differences in initial and final
sounds of words







g. Dramatizations and puppet shows
h. Other people





d. Loud and soft









m. High and low (pitcl
n. Call
o. Shout
P. Scrape and scratch
q. Crackle, snap and ]
B. Visual experiences












f. Earth and sky





d. Light and dark
e. Near and far
f. Day and night
g. Color and color words
h. Big and little
i. Long and short
j. Wet and dry
k. Old and new
l. Rain, snow, sleet, hail





r. Outdoors and indoors
II, Sound and sight experiences in arithmetic
A. Sound experiences.
1. Counting of sounds
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2. Measuring and estimating of sounds
a. Loudness and softness
b. Duration of sound
c. Near and far sounds








3. Recognition of groups of objects and people.
4. Ordinal and rational counting
5. Use of calendar
6. Telling time
7. Understanding vocabulary met in visual
arithmetic experiences
III, Sound and sight experiences in science
A. Auditory experiences
1. Air





f. Flapping of flags
2. Water
a. Blowing bubbles
b. Movement of water
c. Steam and boiling
d. Water traveling through plumbing
3. Insects and Animals











7. Heat and light




e. Popping of corn
f. Sizzling
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8. Magnetism and electricity
a. Bell
b. Buzzer
c. Click of switches
B. Visual experiences
1. Air




(3) Birds and insects







(1) Bodies of water
(2) Water in plumbing, rainspouts, etc.
(3) Rain, sleet, snow, hail
(4) Steam
b. Still water
(1) Water in containers
(2) Other liquids in containers
(3) Puddles
3. Insects and animals




















5. Heat and light
a. Shadows
b. Sun, moon, stars
c. Fire
d. Light and dark, night and day
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6. Magnetism and electricity
a. Effect of magnets on materials
b. Static electricity





(5) CommunicationIV.Sound and sight experiences in music
A. Auditory experiences
1. Identify simple musical instruments by sound
2. Note pitch relationships
3. Motile response to rhythm
4. Learn simple songs
B, Visual experiences
1. Identification of common musical instruments
by sight
2. Playing rhythm band instruments
3. Watching musical performancesV,Sound and sight experiences in health and safety
A. Auditory experiences
1. Listening to directions





3. Steam and boiling water
4. Awareness of sounds of fire
B. Visual experiences
1. Obeying traffic signals and signs
2. Keeping stairways and floors clear of
obstruction
3. Selection of foods
4. Noting cleanliness
5. Good health proceduresVI.Sound and sight experiences in physical education
A. Auditory experiences
1. Rhythms and response to music
2. Folk dancing to music
3. Following directions in individual and
group activities
4. Singing Games
5. Games based on locating and identifying sounds




2. Use of equipment in exercises and games




Practical life experiences must be provided for the child whose
home may be lacking in the equipment, materials or tools he will
encounter outside that home --at school and as a working adult.
Practical life exercises are introduced to very young children.
They involve all of the operations necessary for keeping the classroom
and equipment in good working order, as well as providing the tools
and materials necessary for the care of the child's person; and
introducing him to the various forms of socially acceptable behavior
and courtesies.
Practical life exercises are not left to chance. The teacher
demonstrates every exercise, be it scrubbing a table or polishing a
shoe. In this manner, the child learns an efficient way to complete
a given task. Demonstration in scrubbing a table might be given to
the whole class as a group lesson, or taught again to a child in¬
dividually. One will observe that children will scrub or polish a
table or shoe over and over again. A small child or a retarded child
is not motivated in the same way as a grownup; they enjoy the process
of work. They enjoy doing a task over.^
^E. M. Standing, Maria Montessori (New York: Mentor-Omega
Book, 1962), p. 41.
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To help the non-reader and the other members of the class to
keep order and return things to their proper place, it is very
helpful to keep things in baskets or boxes displayed on shelves.
Today's colored tapes are helpful in marking off areas designated
for equipment. Putting a piece of red tape on a brush and on a
mirror will help the child to remember to return both to the same
shelf. The shelf where these belong should have lines of the same
red tape for easy matching. For each basket or box of equipment,
another color can be used and a lot of confusion thereby be eliminated.
The practical life exercises should include the proper
handling of stationery and art materials. The proper care and
handling of these materials will free the child to create without
the frustrations of not knowing how to wash a paint brush properly or
open a paste jar.
The exercises should also include the pouring of rice, pouring
of water, and handling the dressing frames. Even though the kitchen
dishes may be unbreakable plastic, there is value in providing some
experience in carrying and handling glass, pottery, and china. Such
activities improve the child's coordination and skill. They ready the
young child and the slow learning child for academic work.^
One can provide classroom experiences in table setting and table
manners by celebrating holidays and birthdays. Packaged and pre-mixed
foods simplify the practical life exercises related to foods. For
^Dorothy Canfield Fisher, Montessori for Parents (Cambridge:
Robert Bentley, Inc., 1965), p. 55.
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example, making jello, cookies, lemonade, baking a cake, preparing
cup cakes for a child's party all teach skills and provide a sense of
doing things for others. Following a party, washing dishes, polishing
silver, clearing the table and floor increase the child's range of
experience.
A teacher who attempts to use these ideas will have to assess the
materials, her classroom and the background of the children to under¬
stand what they will need for the mastery of the environment. Before
attempting to teach any of these practical life exercises, the teacher
should be sure of all of the steps necessary to carry out a project.
She should analyze all the steps to be able to teach them in the most
efficient way from the standpoint of time as well as money.^
The following are suggested exercises of practical life:I.Exercises with water
A. With very little children, start with pouring
rice from one vessel to another, then go to
the water exercises
B. Pouring water from one vessel into another
C. Filling a jug
D. Washing hands
E. Washing the top of a table
F. Washing and drying plates
G. Washing and drying glasses
H. Washing and drying silver and cutlery
I. Cleaning the glass of windows and pictures
J. Washing house linen, wringing and hanging to dry
K. Washing little towels and dusters
L. Changing water in flower vases
M. Watering flowers in flower pots, either carrying
them outside or spreading oilcloth underneath
II. Exercises in carrying
A. Carrying chairs
B. Carrying packets
^Maria Montessori, Spontaneous Activity in Education (Cambridge;
Robert Bentley, Inc,, 1964), p. 125.
40C.Carrying flower pots and putting them out of
doorsB.Carrying cups, saucers, cutlery, glass, etc.
for meals
E. Carrying newly ironed linen in baskets
F. Carrying objects and placing them correctly
in cupboards
G. Hanging dusters on rails and clothing on pegs
or hangers
H. Putting away hats and shoes in their placesIII,Exercises in Polishing
A. Polishing tables
B. Polishing brass
C. Polishing shoesIV,Exercises of opening and shutting
A. Opening and shutting room doors silently, holding
them with one hand to prevent their banging.
B. Opening and shutting cupboard doors
C. Opening and shutting drawers
D. Opening and shutting boxes and trunks with
different kinds of lids and fastenings, e.g., latches,
bolts, keys, padlocks
E. Opening boxes with secret springs and adjust¬
ments
F. Fastening window shuttersV,Care of the environment indoors
A. Setting chairs, tables, etc., in order, after
use




F. Laying the table
G. Clearing the table
H. Washing up
I. Washing and polishing furniture
J. Washing and polishing floors
K. Washing and polishing silver
L. Cleaning brass
M. Cleaning windows and pictures
N. Washing and ironing house linenVI,Care of the environment outdoors
A. Weeding
B. Picking dead leaves from plants






H. Protecting delicate plants
I. Tying muslin over fruit to protect it from
insects
J. Gathering fruit in small baskets
K. Laying fruit or vegetables in the sun
to dry
L. Gathering wood in bundles and carrying it
inside
M. Tying up herbaceous plants
N. Collecting baskets of vegetables
O. Fetching eggs from the hen house
P. Feeding poultry, pigeons and other animals
VII, Care of the person
A. Washing hands
B. Cleaning teeth
C. Taking a bath or shower
D. Brushing and combing hair
E. Washing hair
F. Rinsing the mouth and gargling
G. Manicuring the nails
H. Brushing clothes
I. Cleaning spots from clothes
J. Cleaning boots and shoes
K. Folding clothes
L. Washing and ironing clothes
M. Dressing and undressing
VIII, Social relations
A. Bowing, shaking hands and other forms of greeting
B. Offering something to someone
C. How to invite someone to come in and be seated
D. Making way for someone to pass
E. Picking up what someone has let fall




I. How to avoid disturbing other people by
passing behind
J. How to blow one's nose
K. Seeing one is clean and tidy before presenting
oneself




The purpose of the sandpaper letters is to learn to recognize
the forms by touch and sight and to know the sounds of all the letters
of the alphabet. Children gain muscular memory of the form of the
letters through touch as a preparation for writing. They learn to
understand the composition of words and begin to analyze them into
their component sounds.
Material
Each letter of the alphabet is cut from fine sandpaper and
mounted on strong cardboard. The vowels are mounted on blue card¬
board. The consonants are mounted on pink cardboard. The large
letters are mounted on larger cards and the small on smaller. The
letters are on the right hand side of the cards so that there is a
space on the left hand side for the child to hold the card steady.
Presentation
The teacher takes any two letters to the child's table. She
chooses two which contrast in shape and sound. She sits beside the
child and shows him how to feel the shape of the letters with the
index finger and middle finger of the hand which will hold the
pencil in writing. At the same time she tells him the sound of the
letter. She gives each letter in turn, using the Three Period Lesson.
At each stage she asks the child to feel the letters. At the end
of the first lesson, she gives him the idea that words are composed
of these letters, which leads to the next step in which the child
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analyzes words into their component sounds.
Suppose the teacher has taken "c” and "s". She will say, "Can
you hear 'c* when I say 'cat'?" "Can you hear 'c' when I say 'car'?"
"Can you think of any words with a 'c' sound in them?" She should do
the same with the "s".
The child learns through the three senses; hearing, touch, and
sight. Great care must be taken when teaching the child to feel the
letter to see that he starts where one would normally start in writing
and to see that he traces the letter through in the direction of writing.
He must keep his finger on the letter from start to finish except for
the dots on the "i" and "j" and the cross on the "t" and "f".
The simple cursive form of the letters is recommended but the
script ones are also made for those teachers who prefer them.
Exercise
The child takes any letters he knows, traces the form of the
letters with two fingers and says the sound of the letters. The
teacher gives him more letters as he is ready for them, or he can
take any letter and go to her and be shown how to feel and sound it.
Control of error
If the child's fingers move off the sandpaper, he knows at once
by the different texture of the surface.
Exercises of Motor Skills
More than fifty years ago. Dr. Maria Montessori pointed the
way to developing academic and intellectual abilities through
muscular coordination exercises. Her ideas were revolutionary in
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her day but are now being rediscovered and widely adopted by educators
throughout the country.
A study made by the Indiana State Board of Health of children
in the Lafayette, Indiana, public school system, and conducted by
Professor N, C. Kephart and Professor C. C. Cowell of Purdue Univer¬
sity, indicated that it is possible to predict the I.Q. on the basis
of certain tests of muscular coordination. For boys, the predictions
were accurate 82.2% of the time and for girls, 85.7% of the time. In
his book, The Slow Learner in the Classroom. Dr. Newell Kephart states
further that he believes that the development of the perceptual-motor
abilities has an effect on academic achievement. He feels that break¬
downs in the orderly development of a child's learning in the early
grades can be traced to a lack of earlier orderly development in
muscular coordination and control.^
Research has shown that as children improve in coordination,
their readiness to improve in other areas also occurs. Academic
achievement apparently goes hand-in-hand with muscular control and
coordination, for as the child is able to free more and more of his
attention from the physical problems of movement, control and mastery
of himself and his equipment, he is able to direct his attention
toward other areas.
To stimulate such orderly development of muscular coordination.
Dr. Montessori originated several exercises. She used the interests
Newell C. Kephart, The Slow Learner in the Classroom (Columbus:
Charles E. Merrill Co., 1960), p. 171.
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of early childhood as their base: running, jumping, racing, chasing,
building, pulling, painting, pouring.
One of the most successful, and one of the easiest to set up in
a classroom, is known as "The Line." It is based on the well known
fact that children like to walk on lines or fences, and to balance
themselves. The exercise helps to develop coordination of body and
perception and to increase awareness of laterality as well as balance.
All that is needed to present this exercise is to draw a large
elipse on the floor of the classroom with chalk, paint or tape. The
child walks on the line, being careful to place one foot directly in
front of another.
As his skill increases, a glass of water may be carried or a
bean bag on the head, a flag or a bell. If the child's attention
wavers, the water may spill, the flag fall or the bell tinkle.
Children also are helped by counting while walking on the line, stepping
heavily on the count of one and lightly on the counts of two and
three. Developing this rhythm establishes communication between feet
and brain.
Another variation of the exercise is to add music. This helps
the children's sense of rhythm. Musical instruments such as the
drum and the triangle also interest the children while they are
marching.
The exercise has value on rainy days when the children cannot
participate in active games. It provides a physical challenge to
them and acts as a tension reliever.
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Reading and Story Telling
So much is new, strange, mysterious and unexplored to small
children, that exposing and burdening them with fanciful tales and
additional unexplainable facts and events may only further confuse
them.
Very young children enjoy stories about themselves and their
environment. Thus, a story in which the child's name is used and
which contains descriptions of the classroom, the play yard, other
students and activities is most appropriate. Such a story lends
itself to countless variations. As the story becomes familiar, the
teacher can encourage the attentiveness of the children by asking
one and then another to finish sentences during the story.
One might also develop stories about places visited, people
seen and things noted. The recall of a trip thus stimulated can
contribute to vocabulary development and an awareness of sequences
of events.
One need not be concerned over repetition, since the thrice
told tale is enjoyed even more by the preschooler.
There are a number of lovely and simple stories which have
been published. The Tall Mother Goose, for example, has a good
selection of rhymes. It also has the advantage of being easily
opened by little hands. It is from classics such as these that the
child develops a sense of rhythm and learns the fun of sounds and
words which rhyme.
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Today's book market is full of ingenious and entertaining
stories of the world around us. A child can learn about our world
and about himself from such stories. Not only will factual informa¬
tion be gathered, but a love of books and a desire to read will be
gained by the child. Story time is truly an exercise in reading
readiness.
Beginning Science for Children
A small child is not, consciously,aware of natural phenomena as
an area of interest and study any different from any other experience
he is encountering for the first time. However, the sensorially
trained child is storing up experience and knowledge which will be of
great value to him in future scientific observation.
Very early in his sensorial experience, he has learned to
evaluate color, size, weight, shape. Ice melts into water and can
be refrozen into ice again. Water can be made to boil by the heat
of fire, evaporate into steam and reconstitute into water again by
condensation on a chilled sheet of glass held over a kettle. Seeds
are planted, sprout, grow, flower, fruit and reproduce their seeds
in the fruit. Rice and water pour in a predictable direction because
of the pull of gravity. All very commonplace to an adult, but uniquely
exciting to the young child.
But, again, in the sciences the child does not learn from
seeing alone. . .the hand is the child's teacher. He must have the
opportunity to experiment and handle and perform the simplest science
experiments suitable to his age and intelligence. Magnets, magnifying
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glasses and microscopes are fascinating. Every basic scientific
experience known at this early age may develop into a continuous
interest in things scientific, whether as a working scientist or the
boy who is washing the test tubes.
An aquarium is a delightful addition to the classroom. Children
should be encouraged to care for plants. Simple plants which do not
require too much care are the best. A sweet potato in a glass vase
so that the root system can be observed is a good beginning.
As a part of the children's experience of natural science, a
pet might be a fixture in the classroom. Vegetarian rather than
carnivorous animals are preferred in a class for younger children,
such as a bird, turtle, rabbit, hamster, guinea pig, etc. The care
and responsibility of pets kept in a classroom, should be shared by
the teacher. Before the teacher leaves the classroom for the day, she
should be sure that everything is done that is necessary for the
comfort of the animal.
From studying and observing animals, the child also will begin
to get an idea of man's adaption to his environment and learn many
facts about health, which also apply in many instances to human beings.
Presenting science and scientific facts in a simple and true way will
help the children to develop a love for the subject.
How to Prepare an Environment for Painting
Art is not to be considered a special skill, but rather a normal
activity of every child. All children find it necessary to express
their feelings, and it is essential that they have the opportunity to
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do so. Running, jumping and dancing express physical experiences.
Social mental and emotional experiences can be expressed through
painting.
I. Physical equipment
A. There should be a table low enough for the
child to reach and upon which he can see the
entire surface of the paper
B. Bookshelves should be close at hand, low
enough to be reached easily, and with room on the
shelves for the paints
C. A tea cart type table may be used
D. A linoleum rug should be under the area
E. Easels make for easier reaching of all ends
of the paper, but paints are harder to
control in this position, as there are
drippings
F. A backing of masonite propped against a chair
can make a satisfactory painting surface
G. Children often prefer to use the floor for a
work table
II, Paints and brushes
A. Poster paint is the best for young children
since it is easy to manipulate and it is
opaque
B. Powdered paint is cheaper, but it sours quickly
and has to be changed often
C. Paints should be covered to prevent their
drying out
D. Red, blue, yellow, white and black are
sufficient. By mixing two or more of these
you can obtain any color desired. This
gives the child a chance to experiment.
E. Small jars, like baby food jars are easily
handled. Use vaseline around the rim to make
it easier to unscrew the tops for use of a
color.
F. Plastic furniture coasters also make good paint
containers.
G. Long handled brushes with flat short bristles
are best.
H. The child should be shown how to wash the brushes
and how to store them so that they are not resting
on the bristle end.
I. The child is shown first how to avoid dripping
paints by wiping the brush on the lid.
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J. A clean brush should be used for each color
to avoid a mess.
K. Techniques should not be taught until the
child is ready and asks for them.
Ill, Paper
A. White drawing paper is the best for painting
but it is costly.
B. Size 18 X 24 is the easiest to handle
C. A place is needed where the child can store
his picture to dry.
D. Smocks and aprons can be borrowed from the
practical life exercise corner.
The effect of art on poverty stricken children is dramatic. It
is a means by which they can participate in holidays and celebrations
outside of their means or environment. Those families whose holiday
food comes from charitable donations and where the uncertainty and
suspense surrounding the donations coupled with the mixed feelings
about accepting it, make the approaching holiday a source of anxiety,
the child's participation in artistic endeavors directed toward the
celebration of the holiday, eases tensions and permits the child to
relate to the entire community.^
Artistic appreciation is a means by which the children with
limited experiential background may add to their awareness of the
world and relate the world at large as seen through other eyes. Art
activities should play a paramount role in alleviating emotional
stress and preparing children for formal school.
Stereognostic Game
The purpose of this game is to develop the sense, related to
the tactile, of memory and recognition of shape or form. It is
^Lena L. Gitter, "Art and Montessori," Child and Family Magazine.
May, 1964, p. 21.
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well known that children learn through games. A game which helps
the development of the stereognostic sense can be played in various
ways. Get a box of different materials, two of each material to be
in the box, like different pieces of paper, sandpaper, cardboard,
crepe paper. Let the child see and feel the difference. Teach the
child the names of the different samples; then blindfold him and
let him take out a piece of this material and name it by its feel.
Find another one of the same texture. A similar game can be played
with a box of shapes.
A game can be played by putting different objects into a bag
which can be pulled together by a string, leaving enough room for
the child's hand. Before he pulls out the object, he will have to
name it.
For insecure and small children, it is a good idea to let
them see the objects before they are put in the bag. About ten objects
will be enough. These can be little toys or little odds and ends
that one finds around the school or home. This bag can be used later
in studying science, for example, magnets, discs, pine cones, shells,
which help the child to identify the objects just by touch.
Children enjoy putting various little sticks into a bag and
being asked to bring out the largest, the smallest, the thickest.
Thus, the children learn to distinguish size by feeling and learning
the appropriate name. This adds to their concept of size and to




The silence game plays an important part in Montessori
education. It prepares the child to be a good listener, which is
very very important both in his later life and in entering school.
Sitting down with the child and playing the silence game is
just asking the child to be completely quiet, not only not talking
but trying not to move the body. Then try to listen to the quiet,
and the child makes the discovery that there is no absolute quiet.
There are certain noises heard, like the dripping of a faucet or the
heat going, or the ticking of a clock. This gives the child another
awareness of his environment. He also enjoys the silence game by
closing his eyes and just listening very quietly.
In a Montessori school, this silence is instigated through the
ringing of a bell. The children love to stop everything and be
completely quiet. This is an excellent way of training their
attention. After they have mastered the step of just sitting quietly
and listening one can also ask them to lift the chair they are sitting
on and to put it down very quietly without making any noise. All
these exercises are wonderful ways of training coordination. In many
cases the children learn that silence is not a punitive measure,
because very often children get that idea when adults in the home
are in discord and fall into silence.
Later on, a child can perform all kinds of little exercises
without making any noise. For example, stepping on the chair and
then stepping down without making any noise; stepping up on the chair
with a little bell in his hand and trying not to make the bell ring
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and break the silence. As the child grows older, these games can be
progressively more difficult and also require longer periods of
concentration.
The purposes of the silence game are as follows:
1. Spiritual pleasure of silence.
2. Increasing powers of self-control and development
of ability to listen.
3. Preparation for moving and working quietly.
4. Development of social sense (one disturber takes
away from the charm).
5. Aid to development of language, music and orderly
group behavior.
Trips
For the child whose environmental experience may be limited to
his own home, yard or street, a journey can be an instructive, memorable
and invaluable experience. In many cases, the trip planning will





















A thoroughly formulated plan of procedure is the first
essential for a successful school trip.I.Organization and procedure
A. Make a preliminary survey. The teacher
should make the trip first.
1. Determine the length of time
required for the trip and plan
the exact route to be followed.
2. Discuss the trip with the person
in charge of the place being
visited. Secure advice as to the
best time to arrive and the persons
from whom help and guidance can be
obtained at the destination.
3. Explain to the persons involved at
the place being visited, the goals
of the trip and the needs of the
children.
B. Make all necessary arrangements with:
1. School authorities
2. Parents of all the children
3. Assistants to help with the
children on the trip
4. The management and employees of
the place being visited
5. Transportation authority
C. Determine the cost of the trip well in
advance and prepare the class and school
authorities.
D. Develop in each child a need and desire for
the trip.
II. The trip
A. The teacher is a constant articulate guide
1. Enroute
a. Encourage the children to observe
and remember items of interest along
the way to and from.
b. Stress the meticulous observation of
all safety rules.
c. Cultivate an interest in quiet ob¬
servation and discussion and courtesy
to other passengers on the conveyance.
At the destination
a. A definite lesson
2.
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b. Make sure that each child observes
what he came to observe,
3. On the return
a. Carefully check all members of the
group.
b. Encourage discussion of the experience,
and exchange of ideas and observations
among the children.
III. Follow-up by the teacher
A. With the children. Encourage the children to
discuss the trip and relate the observations made
with all current activities in the classroom.
B, For the record
1. File lesson plans relating to the trip.
2. Make a full report for the central file,
IV. General precautions.
A. Do not spend too much time traveling to the
trip's destination.
B. Do not crowd too many activities into a single
trip. Each trip should have a central objective.
C. Each member of the group must be able to
participate actively and not merely be passive
listeners.
D. Keep the entire program simple.
The Montessori Personnel
The roles of the new teacher, the "directress" as Montessori
called her, are many.
She is a 'perceiver' of the child's needs. She
is a 'preparer' of his environment. She is a 'pro¬
grammer' with the materials and lessons. She is a
'protectress' of the child's right to learn. She
too is a 'provider' of a superb example - a living
model for the child to observe.
She must have the capacity and the desire to
observe accurately. Such skill is only gained
through long preparation and practice. Above all,
she must be willing to observe herself, and by
looking inward come to know herself.
With respect and patience she learns to anti¬
cipate her students' physical, intellectual, and
emotional needs. Her preparation of the environment
gives the child a reasonable chance to succeed at
each task confronting him. She also protects the
continuity of the learning process from peer inter¬
ruption and unnecessary teacher intervention.
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The most important aspect of teacher training as
conceived by Montessori is 'spiritual preparation'
involving of one's self and action to correct flaws
are prerequisites for study and guidance of free
children. Looking inward precedes the giving of
lessons. The teacher-to-be, meditating upon her
own attitudes, motivations, and values, acknowledges
her own weaknesses and work to diminish them.^
The teacher of any group of 3, 4, and 5 year olds must be a person
of warmth, wisdom, emotional maturity, and integrity. In disadvantaged
centers, however, she will need more than ordinary amounts of these
personal qualities, for she will be called upon to respond warmly to
children whom some in her circle may not consider worthy and whose
behavior may differ greatly from that of children she knows well. To
deal with the unexpected and unpleasant in children in such ways as
to benefit them, tests the wisdom and emotional maturity of the adult.
She must not depend on disguising indifference or disapproval, for
these children have developed perception of adult behavior. When one
teacher tried to cloak her disapproving attitude, an insightful and facile
4 year old confided to a visitor, "She do not like us. When she touch
us, she shivers inside."'^
The teacher must not only feel affection but must show it with
all children. She must give intensive individual attention to those
who need it, yet without alienating others. She must know how to
acknowledge accomplishments - as jumping, running, dancing, building - and
^R, C. Orem, G. T. Alexander, Twenty-Seven Major Elements in Dr.
Maria Montessori's Philosophy and Practice (Corpus Christi: The
Lilliput Schoolhouse, 1963), p. 5.
^U. S. Department of Health, Education, and Welfare, Educating
Disadvantaged Children Under Six (Washington, D. C.: U. S. Govern¬
ment Printing Office, 1965), p. 15.
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to encourage where needed as, "John, you can do it. Try it."^
She must understand biological and emotional characteristics
and needs of all young children; she must be observant and understand
characteristics of the disadvantaged and must identify particularly
the differences that exist between these children and others. She
must have faith that children can overcome these differences. Her
success as a teacher depends on her ability to carry out a program
which helps pupils acquire the knowledge, attitudes and abilities
needed to help them function more alertly in the present environment
and to prepare them also for the steps ahead.
Qualifications of personnel
As with many other doctrines that take their inspiration from
a single source, the Montessori movement has had its schisms. The AMI
or Association Montessori International is headed by Maria Montessori's
son, Mario, and has its headquarters in Holland.
What may be called "the reform wing" in the United States was
started by Nancy McCormick Rambush, who founded Whitby School in
Connecticut in 1958, and the American Montessori Society. Occupying a
middle ground between the all out opponents of the Montessori method
and its purist followers, the AMS advocates "an American approach to
Montessori."
Mrs. Rambusch admits that some current interpretations of the
method are restrictive, out of data and unsuited to American children.
She believes that special materials used alone are "anemic" by present
^Ibid., pp. 16-18.
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day standards, and that American children are too permissively reared
at home to adapt to the regiment of the orthodox Montessori classroom.
Much has been learned in the past fifty years which must supplement
Montessori's methods.
The Association Montessori International's main strength is in
Europe and the Far East. Teacher trainees are accepted in their
schools with a minimum educational background, generally completion of
high school. The American Montessori Society is governed by a Board
of Directors. There are at present four training centers, each con¬
nected with a college or university. The minimum educational require¬
ments are a bachelor's degree, though not necessarily in education.
The Montessori Physical Facilities
Maria Montessori described her concept of the environment in
which the child may develop his activities as a "children's house."
This kind of school is not of a fixed t3q)e, but
may vary according to the financial resources at
disposal and to the opportunities afforded by the
environment. It ought to be a real house; that is
to say, a set of rooms with a garden of which the
children are the masters. A garden which contains
shelters is ideal, because the children can play or
sleep under them, and can also bring their tables
out to work or dine. In this way they may live
almost entirely in the open air, and are protected
at the same time from rain and sun.
The central and principal room of the building,
often also the only room at the disposal of the
children, is the room for 'intellectual work.' To
this central room can be added other smaller rooms
according to the means and opportunities of the
place; for example, a bathroom, a dining room, a
little parlor or common room, a room for manual
work, a g3minasiimi and rest-room.
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The special characteristic of the equipment of
these houses is that it is adapted for children and
not adults. They contain not only didactic material
specially fitted for the intellectual development of
the child, but also a complete equipment for the
management of the miniature family. The furniture is
light so that the children can move it about. There
are low tables of various sizes and shapes: square,
rectangular and round, large and small. The seats
are small wooden chairs.
Round the walls of the room are fixed blackboards
at a low level, so that children can write or draw on
them, and pleasing, artistic pictures, which are changed
from time to time as circumstances direct. This room
is larger than the customary classroom, not only because
the little tables and separate chairs take up more
space, but also because a large part of the floor must
be free for the children to spread their rugs and work
upon them.
In the sitting-room, or club-room, a kind of parlor
in which the childrai amuse themselves by conversation,
games, music, etc., the furnishings should be especially
tasteful. Little tables of different sizes, little
armchairs and sofas should be placed here and there.
The furniture of the dining room consists, in
addition to the tables, of low cupboards accessible to
all the children, who can themselves put in their
place and take away the crockery, spoons, knives and
forks, tablecloth and napkins.
The dressing-room. Here each child has his own
cupboard or shelf. In the middle of the room there are
very simple washstands, consisting of tables, on each
of which stand a small basin, soap and nail brush.
Against the wall stand little sinks with water-taps.
The children may have their entire dolls' houses
at their disposal, complete wardrobes for the dressing
and undressing of dolls, kitchens where they can
pretend to cook, toy animals as nearly lifelike as
possible.^
Today, most states have regulations concerning the physical plants
of schools, preschools and nursery schools.
^E. M. Standing, Maria Montessori (New York: New American
Library, 1957), pp. 263-265.
CHAPTER III
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
Recapitulation of the Theoretical Bases of Study
Blationale
A major problem facing the nation is the need to help the
increasing numbers of young people, living in severely disadvantaged
areas of our society, realize their educational potential. Children
from such neighborhoods characteristically find it difficult to meet
school expectations which insure even a minimum level of personal-
social competency. Many of them, discouraged almost before they begin,
drop out of school as early as it is legally possible to do so and
swell the numbers of unproductive citizens.
Within the last decade, the number of such children has risen
phenomenally. Problems posed are causing educators, and the public as
well, to reexamine school structure and processes to see what emphasis
or changes are needed to improve their effectiveness with this segment
of the school population.
Severely disadvantaged children lack the environmental back¬
ground provided by more fortunate families and communities, from which
language facility and other school foundations emanate. Characteris¬
tically, these children appear at the door of the school socially and
psychologically unready for school. Teachers, who over the years have
become familiar with the ways of giving individual attention to a few.
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are overwhelmed at the great numbers needing help.
Maria Montessori, the first woman to receive a medical degree from
an Italian university, was a person of great intelligence, determination,
and character. Working with slum children, in Rome, in the early part
of this century, she devised a remarkable educational method. Within
months, Montessori*s pupils were transformed into attentive, friendly,
neatly dressed students. And, they were learning, learning more quickly
than the middle class children of educated parents who attended conven¬
tional schools.
Today the educational theories Montessori used in her Casa dei
Bambini, are enjoying a phenomenal resurgence throughout the United
States. The Montessori revival is part of a wave of reform sweeping
American education, based partly on the fear that existing teaching
methods and schools do not develop the full intellectual ability of
pupils. Substantiating such doubts, demonstrations by educators and
psychologists have shown that children of 3, 4 and 5 need and thrive on
a solid academic diet.
The Montessori method is based on several distinctive concepts.
These theories concern early childhood, the learning environment, and
the role of the teacher.
Montessori believed that from birth to the age of 6, the child has
an "absorbent mind" that endows him with a voracious appetite for
learning. She held that the years from 3 to 6 are a particularly
"sensitive period" during which children can benefit enormously from
serious knowledge. The child chooses his own tasks, works at his own
pace and progresses individually in ungraded classes that span a three
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year range. On the theory that t»things are the best teachers,” the
Montessori teacher provides special teaching devices that subtly develop
the child's ability to see, feel and discriminate between shapes,
sounds, and textures. Later the child will use materials and perform
exercises that prepare him for reading, writing and computation.
With the didactic materials carrying the burden of instruction,
the Montessori teacher operates discreetly in the background.
Recapitulation of the Research-Design of Study
Evolhtion of the Problem
The writer has been aware of the problem of the dropout for
years. The writer has worked with and set up several projects, for
children from deprived areas who have never learned to read, even though
they were in the fourth, fifth, sixth or even of high school grade.
Searching for techniques to work with and help such children, eventually
led the writer to Montessori and an interested examination of her
curriculvnn and method approach to instruction for the young.
Three years ago, the writer trained as a Montessori teacher.
This led to the establishment of a Montessori school. The Early Learning
Center, to test these theories.
At the same time, the writer has visited numerous day care centers,
caring for children frcm culturally deprived families. These centers
have sprung up from the need for a place to leave the children of
working parents. All from need, some church sponsored, others started
by families who cared, saw a need and tried to fill that void, under
dire conditions, inadequately housed, inadequately staffed, and
inadequately financed. These children are the potential dropouts of
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tomorrow. Already, there is an awareness in educational research of
this problem. Child development centers have reaffirmed that techniques
developed by Montessori are working and do help.
The writer has personally spoken with officials of Economic
Opportimity Authority, of Atlanta, and the regional office of the Office
of Economic Opportunity. The consensus of opinion is that a program is
definitely needed in day care centers. With this in mind, the writer
feels that this study is or does follow a natural sequence. A need
exists and the writer has experience with techniques (Montessori) that
are believed to be of aid to these children.
Contribution to educational Knowledge
Specifically, it is hoped that this research provides approaches
to the following educational theory and practice;
1. Provide documented confirmation that a Montessori
program meets the need of a prepared orderly
environment.
2. Show how a Montessori program can fulfill each
child's need to develop a positive self-image
and encourage in each child the foundation for
independent thought and action.
3. Show how a Montessori program will meet each
child's need to improve communication skills,
perceptual awareness, and motor coordination.
4. Show that to reverse the effects of a starved
environment, a program must be started for
children at the age of three and four, instead
of at five and six.
Statement of the Problem
The problem involved in this study was to identigy crucial and
critical aspects of the Montessori program, together with an appraisal
of the extent to which the Montessori program can meet the prevailing
needs of the culturally deprived and disadvantaged children, in a day
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care center in the Metropolitan Atlanta area.
Purpose of the Study
The major purpose of this study was to determine the nature
and scope of the program, the qualifications of the personnel, and the
adequacy of the physical arrangements of a Montessori educational program
found operative in a day care center.
The specific purposes were:
1. To analyze the philosophy, curriculum and
methodology of the Montessori program of in¬
struction.
2. To identify ahd evaluate the fundamental objec¬
tives of a Montessori program.
3. To identify the basic qualifications for personnel
in a Montessori program, working with culturally
deprived children.
4. To determine the degree of adequacy of the con¬
comitant physical arrangements indicated or
provided in the Montessori plan.
Definition of Terms Used
The following terms used in this study are defined for purposes
of clarification:
1. Montessori method is an educational method based
on three primary principles concerning early
childhood, the learning environment, and the
role of the teacher.
2. The apparatus refers to the specialized equipment,
devised by Maria Montessori, that stimulates the
development of the child's ability to see, feel
and discriminate between sounds, shapes, textures
and prepares him for reading, writing and
computations.
3. The prepared environment refers to the physical
arrangement of the classroom, where the emphasis
is on order, beauty, clarity, on balancing color,
physical objects and space.
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4. Stereognostic refers to development of the sense
related to the tactile, of memory and recognition
of shape and form,
5. Practical life exercises refers to the operations
necessary for keeping the classroom and equipment
in good order.
6. Day care center refers to a nursery for the care
of small children during the day, especially while
their mothers are at work.
7. Sensitive periods are periods of special receptivity
for certain learnings by the child. These critical
periods are fleeting in nature and should be utilized
educationally, since, once past they cannot be
recaptured.
8. Culturally deprived or disadvantaged children refers
to children who lack the environmental background
provided by more fortunate families and communities
from which language facility and other school
foundations emanate. Characteristically, these
children appear at the door of the school socially
and psychologically unready for school.
Locale and Research Design of Study
The significant factors of this study are outlined below:
1. Locale and period. This study was condxicted in
Metropolitan Atlanta, during the simmer of 1966.
2. Method of research. The Descriptive-Survey Method
of research was employed, utilizing special
techniques of a documentary review and programmed
survey to collect requisite data.
3. Subjects. The subjects involved in this study were:
a. Day care center in a deprived area in Atlanta.
b. Personnel involved in operating the above day
care center in Atlanta.
c. Child development experts of the Economic
Opportunity Authority, of Atlanta, and the
regional office of the Office of Economic
Opportunity.
4. Instruments. The instruments utilized in this study were
a. Records of the Early Learning Center, a Montessori
school.
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b. The curriculum of the Early Learning Center.
c. Records of the day care center in Atlanta,
Research Procedure
The procedural steps utilized in this study were as follows
1. Blelated literature, pertinent to the problem
was reviewed, summarized and abstracted.
2. Permission to use official school records was
obtained.
3. The data obtained was studied, organized and
treated as dictated by the purposes of the
study.
4. The findings, conclusions, implications and
recommendations were advanced and were pre¬
sented in this section of the research report.
Summary of Related Literature
The significant emphasis on Montessori literature was found
to be:
1. What struck visitors to the first Montessori
schools more than anything else was the fact
that children worked spontaneously, i.e., for
the love of work itself.
2. There is one principle which according to
Montessori herself may be regarded as more
fundamental than any other. It is this:
that we must constantly bear in mind the
fundamental difference between the child
and the adult.
3. Montessori described the young child as ab¬
sorbing material from the environment to
form his real self, in a very real sense the
child "feeds" on all manner of environmental
stimuli, these early impressions becoming a
part of the developing personality of the
living organism itself.
4. Montessori had little patience with the idea
that '*hand me downs'* frOTi the adult world are
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suitable for such basically different people
as children. One implementation of her concept
of "the best for the child" was easily trans¬
portable furniture proportioned to the child.
5. The role of the teacher, or directress, as
Montessori called her are many. She is
"preparer" of the environment. She is a
"programmer" with the materials and lessons.
She is a "protector" of the child's right
to learn.
6. Montessori after learning that young children
learn much from their peers, as well as adult
teachers, made provisions for the children to
help one another.
7. According to J. McV. Hunt, modem research
corroborates the existence of Montessori's
"sensitive periods" for certain kinds of
learning; if development is not cultivated,
children will have great difficulty later.
8. To reverse the effects of a starved environ¬
ment, the schools must begin admitting children
at the age of three and four, instead of at
five and six.
9. Ronald Koegler, a neuropsychiatrist at UCLA,
who is experimenting with a Montessori program
for culturally deprived children, makes a basic
point: the schools which wait until kinder¬
garten or first grade will need to employ many
more resources to do what they might do with
comparative ease for children at age three and
four.
Summary of the Findings
The overall findings that stem from this research may be generalized
and characterized in the statements below:
1. The philosophy of Montessori consists of the following:
a. Sensitivity of the child
b. Periods of sensitivity
c. Nurturing of personality and life
d. Emphasis on early childhood education
from 2 to 6 years
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e. Self-discipline
f. Absorbent mind of the child
2. Important aspects of the Montessori curriculum are:
a. Mastery of self








j. Reading, writing and arithmetic
k. Moral factors
3. The Montessori method is based on the following elements:
a. Prepared environment
b. Individual works at self-selected tasks
c. Individual works at own rate of speed
d. Graded didactic materials
e. Teacher as an observer
4. Objectives of the Montessori program:
a. To promote child's health, growth, motor
development
b. To provide a good atmosphere for learning
c. To strengthen inner emotional control
d. To encourage self-confidence
e. To discover the child's interests
f. To help the child observe, investigate,
seek and acquire information
g. To develop good work habits
h. To lay the foundation for reading, writing
and number work
5. To identify qualifications of personnel in the Montessori
program, working with disadvantaged children.
a. Capacity to observe
b. Spiritual qualities
c. Warmth, wisdom and emotional maturity
d. Ability to show affection
e. Have insight
f. Be able to understand the needs of young
children




a. Classroom space 35 square feet per child
b. Outside space 75 to 100 square feet per
child
c. Light movable furaiture
d. Everything adapted for children
e. Room larger than a regular classroom in
traditional school
f. Low shelving all around classroom
g. Cubicles especially built for children
h. Dining room adapted to miniature size
for children
Conclusions
From the research it would seem proper to conclude:
1. Montessori characterized the child as a
sensitive creature, whose development must
be protected from marring influences. He
passes through a series of periods of
sensitivity, which are times of special
receptivity for certain learnings. These
critical periods are fleeting in nature and
should be utilized educationally, since,
once past they cannot be recaptured. In the
application of her principles, the function
of education is not the imparting of knowledge
but nurturing of personality and life climaxed
by the improvement of man.
2. For Montessori, the most important subjects in
the curriculum include mastery of self and
environment, including social competencies. She
envisioned a unified "prepared environment" to
match the needs of the child from pre-'School
to post-graduate, from birth to maturity.
Utilizing methods and materials developed experi¬
mentally in the "laboratory classroom" the Montes-
sorian insures that there is always available a
sequence to tasks sufficiently challenging and
interesting to engage and develop the child's
potentialities fully.
3. The exercises of practical life enable the child
to gain self-confidence through successful
competition of work meaningful to him. Education
of the senses, preparation and practice in
observance, the study of nature, vocabulary work,
and other discriminative activities enhance early
interest in science, just as interest in the
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various art forms is fostered with specific
activities rather than being left to hit or miss
circumstances. There is progressively more
complex mathmetical material to satisfy the
young child's desire for numbers and calculation.
4. Montessori's method can be summarized as "freeing
the child's potentialities for self-development."
The method is really a point of view, an approach,
embracing a child at work on self-selected tasks of
interest in a prepared environment which features the
teacher as programmer and protectress of the learning
process. There are graded didactic materials,
exercises of practical life, and other individual
and social activities designed to achieve such
diverse aims as training the senses, enhancing
language development, utilizing powers of absorp¬
tion and concentration, and refining manual skills.
The child works for self mastery and environmental
mastery through the acquisition of self discipline
and various habitual competencies. The teacher, as
observer, aids indirectly the physical, emotional
intellectual, and spiritual development of the
child, who completes ever more challenging cycles
of interest and activity in an atmosphere of
"liberty within limits."
5. Under the Montessori system, the teacher, who is
termed a "directress" has many roles. She is a
"perceiver" of the child's needs. She is a
"prepared" of his environment. She is a "pro¬
grammer" with the materials and lessons. She is
a "protectress" of the child's right to learn.
She must have the capacity and the desire to
observe accurately. Such skill is only gained
through long preparation and practice. Above all,
she must be willing to observe herself, and by
looking inward come to know herself. In working
with disadvantaged children she learns to deal
with the unexpected and unpleasant in such ways
as to benefit them. She must give intensive
individual attention to those who need it, with¬
out alienating others. She must understand bio¬
logical and emotional characteristics and needs
of all young children. Her success as a teacher
depends on her ability to carry out a program
which helps pupils acquire the knowledge, atti¬
tudes and abilities needed to help them function
more alertly in the present environment and to
prepare them also for the steps ahead.
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Implications
The interpretation of the findings of this research would appear
to warrant the following statements of implications:
1. Although Montessori provided certain guideposts, it
remains for current and future researchers to study
definitely large relatively unknown areas in early
childhood learning to which her insights provide
leads.
2. The awareness of children that silence (although
adults frequently argue and then fall into silence)
is not a punitive measure but rather is a
"residue of sound."
3. The need of a child for order, which enables him to
orient and organize himself in relation to his
environment.
4. The prepared environment of the Montessori school
develops the sense of property in each child and
helps them to understand "ownership."
5. The effects of Montessori's methodology and
materials foreshadow basic revisions in content
and sequence of contemporary curriculum and
in grade structure.
6. The development of a positive self-image is a
critical objective of the Montessori plan.
7. A small child is not motivated in the same way
as an adult; they enjoy the process of work, and
they enjoy doing a task over and over.
8. Although Montessori did not strive to develop
early reading, many children did so, thus,
helping disprove the so called theory of
"readiness."
9. The intolerance of adults for the young child
as they (the children) seek to explore the
world and its immense treasures.
Recommendations
The analysis and interpretation of the data of this research ap
pear to justify the following recommendations;
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1. There is a need to develop techniques for utilizing
the potentials of the child's absorbent mind. At
present, much of our educational "input" is
probably inappropriate at best. We need to
especially find practical ways to change the whole
format of the contemporary public school classroom,
so that greater manifestation of individuality may
become the rule.
2. Montessori's sense education phase of her method is
predicated upon the assumption that the child
exposed to carefully programmed, interesting stimuli
will achieve greater sophistication in observation,
discrimination, and eventually decision making,
than the child who is left to his own devices. The
results obtained in working with children of pre¬
school age indicate that studies should be carried
out regarding incorporation of these elements in a
program for the disadvantaged.
3. As indicated by the results based on work with
children of pre-school age, there should be studies
undertaken to ascertain the feasibility of adapting
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